THE BLACK AND WHITE OF IT:
BLACK BEARS AND THEIR WHITE PINES
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Two of the reasons for poor
regeneration after harvest are a
human-introduced disease called
blister rust and a greatly expanded
deer population that eats seedlings.
The climate in northeastern
Minnesota is especially conducive
to blister rust. Nurseries are
experimenting with rust-resistant
seedlings, but even if they're
successful it will be more than a
century before the seedlings can
replace trees that are cut today. By
contrast, white pines are so prolific
in New England that the tiny state
of New Hampshire now has sixteen
times more white pine acreage than
does Minnesota.
In northeastern Minnesota, as
white pines become more scarce,
they become more precious as seed
trees and wildlife habitat. At the
same time, their timber value
increases, so harvest continues. In
Superior National Forest, white
pines now comprise only four percent of the harvest but generate
nearly twenty percent of the timber
revenue, about a million dollars a
year, and there is pressure from
industry to increase cutting on public land as supplies on timber industry land are depleted. In stand after
stand, the last white pine seed trees
are being cut for their high timber
value, and white pine acreage
decreases further.

White pines are important but
probably noncritical components of
black bear habitat in northeastern
Minnesota. As the pines disappear,
mothers will be forced to use other
trees for cub refuges. Cub survival
may decline but probably not
enough to jeopardize the bear
population. In other parts of the
black bear range, other tree species
not found in northeastern Minnesota
perform similar ecological roles.
Hemlocks, certain oaks, and other
pines with easily climbed bark are
examples.
Whether or not white pines are
critical to other species in Minnesota is unknown because few other
species have been studied as intensively as bears. Bald eagles in
northeastern Minnesota prefer white
pines so strongly for nest sites that
80 percent of their nests are in these
scarce trees, according to a U. S.
Forest Service survey.
The future of white pine in
Minnesota depends upon whether
they are cut to maintain current jobs
or are conserved as seed trees for
future forests for people and wildlife. Forest managers realize that the
remaining white pines on public
land belong to all Americans and
not to any special interest group.

With 98 percent of Minnesota's
white pine forests already eliminated, managers are ready to increase planting efforts and reduce
white pine harvests to sustainable
levels if the public demands it. This
would help maintain this heritage
for all its values, including its
values to black bears.
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